In the paper, we introduce the concepts of G-type I and generalized G-type I functions for a new class of nonconvex multiobjective variational control problems. For such nonconvex vector optimization problems, we prove sufficient optimality conditions for weakly efficiency, efficiency and properly efficiency under assumptions that the functions constituting them are G-type I and/or generalized G-type I objective and constraint functions. Further, for the considered multiobjective variational control problem, its dual multiobjective variational control problem is given and several duality results are established under (generalized) G-type I objective and constraint functions.
is invexity notion introduced by Hanson [14] . Later, Hanson and Mond [15] defined two new classes of functions called type I and type II functions, and they established sufficient optimality conditions and duality results for differentiable scalar optimization problems by using these concepts. Furthermore, in the natural way, the definition of type I functions was also extended to the case of differentiable vector-valued functions. Aghezzaf and Hachimi [1, 16] introduced classes of generalized type I functions for a differentiable multiobjective programming problem and derived some Mond-Weir type duality results under the generalized type I assumptions. One of a generalization of invexity is the concept of G-invexity introduced by Antczak [2] for scalar optimization problems. In [3, 4] , Antczak extended the definition of G-invexity to the vectorial case and he used it to prove the necessary and sufficient optimality conditions and duality results for a new class of nonconvex multiobjective programming problems.
The relationship between mathematical programming and classical calculus of variation was explored and extended by Hanson [13] . Thereafter variational control programming problems have attracted some attention in literature. Optimality conditions and duality for multiobjective variational control problems have been of much interest in the recent years, and several contributions have been made to their development (see, for example, [5] [6] [7] 12, [16] [17] [18] [21] [22] [23] 27, 29] , and references here). Bhatia and Mehra [8] extended the concepts of B-type I and generalized B-type I functions to the continuous case and they used these concepts to establish sufficient optimality conditions and duality results for multiobjective variational programming problems. Kim and Kim [19] introduced new classes of generalized V -type I invex functions for variational problems and they proved a number of sufficiency results and duality theorems using Lagrange multiplier conditions under various types of generalized Vtype I invexity requirements. Further, under the generalized V -type I invexity assumptions and their generalizations, they obtained duality results for Mond-Weir type duals. Also Hachimi and Aghezzaf [16] obtained several mixed type duality results for multiobjective variational programming problems, but under a new introduced concept of generalized type I functions. In [18] , Khazafi et al. introduced the classes of (B, ρ)-type I functions and of generalized (B, ρ)-type I functions and derived a series of sufficient optimality conditions and mixed type duality results for multiobjective control problems. Recently, Khazafi and Rueda [17] extended the concept of V -univexity type I to multiobjective variational programming problems and derived various sufficient optimality conditions and mixed type duality results under generalized V -univexity type I conditions. In this paper, by taking the motivation from Antczak [3, 4] and Aghezzaf and Hachimi [1] , we introduce the definition of G-type I objective and constraint functions and various concepts of generalized G-type I objective and constraint functions for a multiobjective variational control programming problem with inequality constraints. The class of G-type I objective and constraint functions is a generalization of the class of G-invex functions introduced by Antczak [2] for differentiable vector optimization problems and type I functions introduced by Aghezzaf and Hachimi [1] to the case of a multiobjective variational control programming problem. Under a variety of G-type I hypotheses, we prove the sufficient optimality conditions for the considered multiobjective variational control programming problem. We also define vector variational control dual problem and we prove various duality results between the considered multiobjective variational control programming problem and its vector variational control dual problem. Furthermore, some incorrectness in definitions of the concepts of G-invexity and generalized G-invexity for a multiobjective programming problems and the sufficient optimality conditions for such a vector optimization problem given in [28] are corrected. Also the sufficient conditions are proved for a larger class of nonconvex multiobjective programming problems than in [28] .
Multiobjective variational control problem and G-type I functions
In this section, we provide some definitions and some results that we shall use in the sequel. The following convention for equalities and inequalities will be used throughout the paper.
For any Throughout the paper, we will use the same notation for row and column vectors when the interpretation is obvious.
Let I = [a, b] be a real interval and let P = {1, 2, . . . , p}, J = {1, 2, . . . , q}.
In this paper, we assume that x(t) is an n-dimensional piecewise smooth function of t, and · x(t) is the derivative of x(t) with respect to t in [a, b] . Denote by X the space of piecewise smooth functions x : I → R n with norm x = x ∞ + Dx ∞ , where the differentiation operator D is given by
Further, denote by U the space of piecewise smooth control functions u : I → R m with norm u ∞ .
The multiobjective variational control problem is to choose, under given conditions, a control u(t), such that the state vector x(t) is brought from the specified initial state x(a) = α to some specified final state x(b) = β in such a way to minimize a given functional. A more precise mathematical formulation is given in the following multiobjective variational control problem:
and each its component is a continuously differentiable real scalar function and g : I × R n × R n × R m × R m → R q is assumed to be a continuously differentiable q-dimensional function.
For notational simplicity, we write x(t) and · x(t) as x and · x, respectively. We denote the partial derivatives of f 1 with respect to t, x and · x, respectively, by
. Similarly, the partial derivatives of the vector function g can be written, using matrices with q rows instead of one. Let denote the set of all feasible points of (MCP), i.e.:
= {(x, u) : x (t) ∈ X, u (t) ∈ U verifying the constraints of (MCP) for all t ∈ I } .
In order to simplify the presentation, in our subsequent theory, we shall set
Definition 1 A solution (x, u) ∈ is said to be weakly efficient of (MCP) if there exists no other (x, u) ∈ such that, the following relation is satisfied
Definition 2 A solution (x, u) ∈ is said to be efficient of (MCP) if there exists no other (x, u) ∈ such that, the following relation is satisfied
In multiobjective programming, some efficient solutions presented an undesirable property with respect to the ratio between the marginal profit of an objective function and the loss of some other. To these solutions, Geoffrion [11] introduced the concept of a properly efficient solution.
Definition 3 A solution (x, u) ∈ is said to be properly efficient of (MCP) if there exists a scalar M > 0 such that, for each i = 1, . . . , p, the following inequality
Definition 4 A function ϕ : R → R is said to be strictly increasing if and only if
In [3] , Antczak introduced the following definition of a G-invex vector-valued function.
is, the image of C under f i and u ∈ C. If there exist a differentiable vector-valued function
strictly increasing function on its domain and a vector-valued function η : C × C → R n such that, for all x ∈ C and for any i = 1, . . . , k,
then f is said to be a G f -invex vector-valued function at u on X with respect to η. If the above inequalities are satisfied for each u ∈ C, then f is vector G f -invex on C with respect to η. 
are defined on the set C ⊂ R n . Whereas F i , as it follows from their definitions, are functions F i : X × U → R, that is, they are defined on X ×U , not on any subset of R n . Further, the next wrong part of their definitions of (generalized) G-invex vector-valued functions is the following: if f is defined on C ⊂ R n , that is, f = ( f 1 , . . . , f k ) : C → R k and then I f i (C), i = 1, . . . , k, is the range of f i (that is, the image of C under f i ) and, therefore, as it follows from the definition of G-invexity introduced by Antczak [3] (see also Definition 5), a function η with respect to which f is G-invex, should be defined as follows η : C × C → R n . Whereas Zhang et al. [28] defined any component of a differentiable vector-valued function G f = (G f 1 , . . . , G f p ) , that is, G f i : I f i (C) → R as a strictly increasing function on its domain, that is, on the set C ⊂ R n , nevertheless the function η is defined by η :
This means that η is defined on the set I × X × X ×U ×U , not on a set C ×C as it follows from Antczak's definition of G-invexity for a vector-valued function
At last, also the symbol I f i (C) defined by Zhang et al. [28] as the range of f i , that is, the image of C under f i , is not correct in their definition of G-invexity given for a multiobjective variational control problem. Indeed, the symbol I f i (C), i = 1, . . . , k, can not be the image of C ⊂ R n under f i , since every f i is defined on X × U . As it follows from the above, the definition of a G-invex vector-valued function for a multiobjective variational control problem introduced by Zhang et al. [28] is, in some part, the definition of a G-invex vectorvalued function introduced by Antczak [3] for a multiobjective programming problem in finite-dimensional Euclidean space.
Furthermore, in their sufficient optimality conditions, Zhang et al. [28] defined functions G f i as follows:
used in their definitions of G-invexity and generalized G-invexity for a multiobjective variational control problem. Also this definition of G f i seems to be wrong, since functions constituting the multiobjective variational control problem considered by Zhang et al. [28] are not defined on X . However, Zhang et al. [28] proved the sufficient optimality conditions with functions
where X is the space of all piecewise smooth functions, under (generalized) G-invexity hypotheses with functions G f i :
Now, in the natural way, we generalize the definition of a G-invex vector-valued function introduced by Antczak [2] and the definition of differentiable type I multiple objective and constraint functions introduced by Aghezzaf and Hachimi [1] to the case of a multiobjective variational control problem.
strictly increasing function on its domain, a differentiable vector-valued function
and
If the relations (1) and (2) are satisfied for each (x, u) ∈ X × U , then the functional ( f, g) is said to be G-type I objective and constraint functions on X × U with respect to G f , G g , η and ϑ.
hold for all
) is said to be strictly-G-type I objective and constraint functions at (x, u) ∈ X × U on X × U with respect to G f , G g , η and ϑ. If the inequalities (3) and (4) are satisfied for each (x, u) ∈ X × U , then the functional ( f, g) is said to be strictly-G-type I objective and constraint functions on X × U with respect to G f , G g , η and ϑ.
hold for all (x, u) ∈ X × U , then ( f, g) is said to be pseudo-quasi-G-type I objective and constraint functions at (x, u) ∈ X × U on X × U (with respect to G f , G g , η and ϑ). If the relations (5) and (6) are satisfied for each (x, u) ∈ X × U , then the functional ( f, g) is said to be pseudo-quasi-G-type I objective and constraint functions on X × U with respect to G f , G g , η and ϑ.
hold for all (x, u) ∈ X × U , x = u, then ( f, g) is said to be strictly-pseudo-quasi-G-type I objective and constraint functions at (x, u) ∈ X × U on X × U with respect to G f , G g , η and ϑ. If the relations (7) and (8) are satisfied for each (x, u) ∈ X × U , then the functional ( f, g) is said to be strictly-pseudo-quasi-G-type I objective and constraint functions on X × U with respect to G f , G g , η and ϑ.
) is said to be weak-pseudo-quasi-G-type I objective and constraint functions at (x, u) ∈ X × U on X × U with respect to G f , G g , η and ϑ. If the relations (9) and (10) are satisfied for each (x, u) ∈ X × U , then the functional ( f, g) is said to be weak-pseudo-quasi-G-type I objective and constraint functions on X × U with respect to G f , G g , η and ϑ.
Definition 12 Let
hold for all (x, u) ∈ X × U , then ( f, g) is said to be strong-pseudo-quasi-G-type I objective and constraint functions at (x, u) ∈ X × U on X × U with respect to G f , G g , η and ϑ. If the relations (11), (12) and (13) are satisfied for each (x, u) ∈ X ×U , then the functional ( f, g) is said to be strong-pseudo-quasi-G-type I objective and constraint functions on X ×U with respect to G f , G g , η and ϑ.
Definition 13 Let (x, u) ∈ X × U . If there exist a differentiable vector-valued function
is a strictly increasing function on its domain, a differentiable vector-valued function
hold for all (x, u) ∈ X × U , then ( f, g) is said to be weak-strictly-pseudo-quasi-G-type I objective and constraint functions at (x, u) ∈ X × U on X × U with respect to G f , G g , η and ϑ. If the relations (14) and (15) are satisfied for each (x, u) ∈ X × U , then the functional ( f, g) is said to be weak-strictly-pseudo-quasi-G-type I objective and constraint functions on X × U with respect to G f , G g , η and ϑ.
Optimality conditions
In this section, for the considered multiobjective continuous programming problem (MCP), we prove the sufficient optimality conditions for weakly efficiency, efficiency and properly efficiency under assumptions that the functions constituting it are G-type I and/or generalized G-type I functions. 
Theorem 14 Let (x, u) be a feasible solution in the considered multiobjective continuous programming problem (MCP). Assume that there exist λ ∈ R p and a piecewise smooth function ξ(·) : I → R q such that the following conditions
This means that
By assumption, there exist λ ∈ R p , a piecewise smooth function ξ(·) : (16)- (19) are satisfied. Since ( f, g) are strictly-G-type I objective and constraint functions at (x, u) on with respect to G f , G g , η and ϑ, and, moreover, ( x, u) ∈ , by Definition 7, the following inequalities are satisfied
strictly increasing function on its domain and a differentiable vector-valued function
Since every G f i , i = 1, . . . , p, is a strictly increasing function on its domain, the inequalities (21) and (22) yield
Combining (23), (25) and (26), we obtain
Multiplying each inequality (27) by the associated Lagrange multiplier λ i , i = 1, . . . , p, and then adding both sides of the obtained inequalities, we get
Multiplying each inequality (24) by ξ j (t) 0, j = 1, . . . , q, and then adding both sides of the obtained inequalities, we get
By (18) and (29), it follows that
Adding both sides of (27) and (30), we get that the following inequality
holds, contradicting (16) and (17) . Thus, (x, u) is an efficient solution in (MCP) and the proof is completed.
Theorem 15 Assume that all hypotheses of Theorem 14 are fulfilled. If λ > 0, then (x, u) a properly efficient solution in (MCP).
Proof Since all hypotheses of Theorem 14 are fulfilled, therefore, (x, u) is an efficient solution in problem (MCP). Now, we prove that (x, u) is a properly efficient solution in problem (MCP). Suppose, contrary to the result, that (x, u) is not a properly efficient solution in problem (MCP). Then, there exist ( x, u) ∈ and i ∈ P, such that
is a strictly increasing function on its domain, we have
Thus, by λ k > 0, k ∈ P, it follows that (t) ) dt, using that G f i is a strictly increasing function on its domain together with λ i > 0, we obtain
Combining (33) and (34), we get
Hence, the above inequality gives
By assumption, ( f, g) are strictly G-type I objective and constraint functions at (x, u) on with respect to G f , G g , η and ϑ. Then, by Definition 7, the inequality (35) implies
Since (x, u) ∈ , ( x, u) ∈ and ξ (t) 0, by Definition 7, in the similar manner as in the proof of Theorem 14, we obtain
By (36) and (37), it follows that the following inequality
holds, contradicting (16) and (17) . Thus, (x, u) is a properly efficient solution in (MCP) and the proof is completed. Now, we prove sufficient optimality for efficiency and properly efficiency in the considered multiobjective variational control problem under assumption that the functions constituting it are generalized G-type I objective and constraint functions. 
Then (x, u) is an efficient solution in (MCP). If we assume, moreover, that λ > 0, then (x, u) is a properly efficient solution in (MCP).
Proof Suppose, contrary to the result, that (x, u) ∈ is not an efficient solution in (MCP). Hence, there exists ( x, u) ∈ such that the inequalities (21) and (22) are satisfied. By assumption, there exist λ ∈ R p , a piecewise smooth function ξ(·) :
strictly increasing function on its domain and a differentiable vector-valued function
is a strictly increasing function on its domain such that the conditions ( 16)- (19) are satisfied. Since every G f i , i = 1, . . . , p, is a strictly increasing function on its domain, therefore, (21) and (22) yield
We now prove this theorem under hypothesis a). Since ( f, g) are strictly-pseudo-quasi-Gholds, contradicting (16) and (17) . Thus, (x, u) is an efficient solution in (MCP). The proof of properly efficiency is similar to the proof of Theorem 15. Proof of theorem under hypothesis b) is similar and, therefore, it is omitted in the paper.
In order to prove that a feasible solution satisfying the conditions (16)- (19) is weakly efficient in problem (MCP), we need weaker (generalized) G-type I assumptions imposed on the objective and constraint functions. (x, u) 
Theorem 17 Let

Then (x, u) is a weakly efficient solution in (MCP).
Proof Proof of theorem under hypothesis a) is similar to the proof of Theorem 14 and, under hypotheses b) and c), to the proof of Theorem 16.
Duality
In this section, for the considered multiobjective variational control problem (MCP), we define its vector variational control dual problem. Under assumptions that the functions constituting these vector optimization problems are (generalized) G-type I objective and constraint functions, we prove various dual results. Consider the following vector variational control dual problem in the sense of Mond-Weir:
and each its component is a continuously differentiable real scalar function and g : I × R n × R n × R m × R m → R q is assumed to be a continuously differentiable q-dimensional function. Let Q be the set of all feasible solutions in (DCP), that is, the set
Further, we denote by the following set = ∪ pr X ×U Q. 
Theorem 18 (Weak duality
Proof Let (x, u) and (y, v, λ, ξ) be feasible solutions in the considered multiobjective variational control problem (MCP) and its multiobjective variational control dual problem (DCP), respectively. We proceed by contradiction. Suppose, contrary to the result, that (44) and (45) are satisfied. We prove this theorem under hypothesis a). Since ( f, g) are strictly G-type I objective and constraint functions at (y, v) on with respect to G f , G g , η and ϑ, by Definition 7, the following inequalities are satisfied Multiplying each inequality (24) by ξ j (t) 0, j = 1, . . . , q, and then adding both sides of the obtained inequalities, we obtain 
Using the feasibility of (y, v, λ, ξ) in (DCP) together with (52), we get π yv (t)
Adding both sides of (51) and (53), we have that the following inequality If weaker generalized invexity hypotheses are assumed on the objective function, then the weaker result is true: 
